FACEBOOK FOR BLACKBERRY SOFTWARE
ADDITIONAL TERMS

Research In Motion Limited or one of its affiliates ("RIM") is pleased to make available to you individually, or if you are authorized to acquire the Client Software (as defined below) on behalf of your company or another entity, then the entity for whose benefit you act (in either case, "You"), at no charge the Facebook for BlackBerry software (the "Client Software") which facilitates Your use of certain Handheld Products to access and use the social networking service offered by Facebook Inc. ("Facebook") (the “Accessed Service”). RIM is pleased to make the Client Software available to You but can only do so with Your clear understanding, acknowledgement and agreement that the Accessed Service is a Third Party Service and/or provides access to Third Party Content provided by Facebook and/or other third parties, none of which are under RIM’s control. You should take care to ensure You know who You are dealing with, and that You know the terms and conditions of all applicable agreements, including, without limitation, payment terms, privacy terms, privacy settings and security features to protect Your private information and to ensure Your personal safety. In order to use the Client Software on your Handheld Product to access and use the Accessed Service; (a) You must have a current, active account for the Accessed Service, which account will be governed by the terms and conditions You agree to in relation to the Accessed Service; (b) Your Airtime Service Provider must permit You to access the Accessed Service through Your Handheld Product; and (c) the Client Software must be designed to operate on Your specific version of BlackBerry Handheld Software on Your Handheld Product.

The Client Software is BlackBerry Handheld Software as that term is defined under the current version of RIM's BlackBerry Solution License Agreement (formerly known as the BlackBerry Software License Agreement) ("BBSLA") for Your jurisdiction and is licensed to You by RIM under the BBSLA, as supplemented by the additional terms set forth below ("Additional Terms"). If You have already agreed to the terms and conditions of the BBSLA in relation to Your use of Your BlackBerry Solution (as defined in the BBSLA), then BY CLICKING "I AGREE" WHERE PROVIDED BELOW, YOU ARE ACKNOWLEDGING THAT THOSE SAME TERMS AND CONDITIONS, TOGETHER WITH THE ADDITIONAL TERMS, AUTOMATICALLY APPLY TO YOUR USE OF THE CLIENT SOFTWARE. IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY AGREED TO THE BBSLA, BY CLICKING "I AGREE" WHERE PROVIDED BELOW YOU ARE AGREING TO BE BOUND BY THE BBSLA AND THE ADDITIONAL TERMS IN RELATION TO YOUR USE OF THE CLIENT SOFTWARE AND, TO ENSURE CONSISTENT TERMS APPLY TO ALL THE SOFTWARE THAT FORMS PART OF YOUR BLACKBERRY SOLUTION, YOU ARE ALSO AGREEING THAT, AS OF THE DATE OF YOUR CLICKING "I AGREE" WHERE PROVIDED BELOW, THE BBSLA APPLIES TO ALL OTHER ASPECTS OF YOUR BLACKBERRY SOLUTION AND REPLACES AND SUPERSEDES THE PREVIOUSLY EXISTING BLACKBERRY SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENTS, TO THE EXTENT SUCH AGREEMENTS ARE OTHERWISE APPLICABLE.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE THE CURRENT BBSLA READILY AVAILABLE, IT CAN BE FOUND AT WWW.BLACKBERRY.COM/LEGAL OR BY CONTACTING RIM AT LEGALINFO@RIM.COM.

ADDITIONAL TERMS

You also acknowledge and agree that:
• The Consent to Collection of Information provisions of the BBSLA, including RIM’s privacy policy referenced therein which may also be accessed at http://www.blackberry.com/legal/privacy.shtml or requested by emailing legalinfo@rim.com (the “Privacy Policy”), apply to any collections, use, or disclosures of personal information by RIM through Your use of the Client Software. If You are a resident of the European Economic Area, You consent that personal information collected by RIM may be transferred outside of the European Economic Area for processing by RIM or third party service providers on servers operated by or on behalf of RIM or its affiliates in Canada, the United States or other countries where there are facilities operated by or on behalf of RIM and its affiliated companies and service providers.

• Your use of the Client Software may require the collection and storage of an authentication token or credentials to facilitate Your access to Your Accessed Service account. When You use the Accessed Service, personal information from Your device may be accessed by Third Party Services such as Facebook and may be communicated to other Third Party Services outside of RIM’s control or responsibility. For example, enabling Contacts list sync features may periodically send copies of Your on-device Contacts to Facebook for features that may be offered through Your Accessed Service. Profile pictures and information about You and Your Facebook Friends may also be periodically sent from Facebook to Your on-device Contact list and Calendar, and You acknowledge that access to this data (e.g. by applications) will no longer be subject to Your and Your Facebook Friends privacy settings once stored on Your device.

I Agree        I Do Not Agree